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lodgement within the walls ; but so stubborn was the resistance
that it was not till the seventh day of fighting that Bahadur
Shah's palace was stormed, the fall of Delhi an accomplished
fact, and the last of the Moguls a prisoner in our hands.
Thus was achieved the first, the finest and the most costly
of our Mutiny triumphs. More than 40 per cent of the
victors, including the great Nicholson, were struck down during
the three months of the siege—a loss numerically exceeding
that incurred in all the other major operations of the war put
together, and proportionately as high as that in any British
campaign prior to this date. Even from these bald figures can
be gathered some idea of the suffering and sacrifice, of the
toil and blood so lavishly paid for Delhi; but the gain was worth
the price, for it was, and was universally recognised as, the
turning point of the war and an earnest of assured victory.
Meanwhile, farther to the east, Oude, ruled by Henry
Lawrence, the third and noblest of the famous brotherhood, was
from end to end in arms against us, and anarchy was temporarily
triumphant. In Lucknow its outbreak had for the time been
forestalled, but at Cawnpore, Allahabad and Benares the white
men were shut in by hordes of enemies, and the resources at
the disposal of the Government were hopelessly inadequate to
deal with the crisis. However, Neill led a small column by
rail and river up country, and succeeded in succouring the
two last-named places. But at Cawnpore the tragedy was played
out to its poignant denouement. Eight hundred souls, of whom
half were women and children, ensconced in an indefensible
entrenchment, suffered for three weeks the terrors of bombard*
ment and assault before surrendering themselves on promise of
their lives to the good faith of Nana Sahib, and all—the men
at once, the rest a few weeks later—paid for their trust in the
only coin left for them to pay. The fires of racial hatred hence-
forth flamed unchecked ; the war became for England a crusade
for vengeance, and to this day the memory of the crime remains,
to the obliteration of everything else, as the chief legacy of those
unhappy times.
With the blood of their captives still fresh on their arms a
body of the rebels moved against Lucknow, and Lawrence,
unwisely leading forth his few troops to meet them outside
the walls, was defeated and closely invested in the Residency.
Here with a heroism equal to, but a better fortune than, that of
the garrison of Cawnpore, the English maintained themselves—
3000 souls, of whom only 1700 could bear arms—for a long
twelve weeks against repeated assault, an incessant bombard-
ment, and mining, assiduously carried on by an overwhelming
hostile force, Lawrence was killed early, and his mantle fell

